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Translation No. 33 

THE LANDSLIDES OF SAINI'E-ADRESSE CLIFF 

: Buisson, M. M. 1 November 1952. 
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Les glissements de la falaise de Sainte-Adresse (The landslides of ~nte
A4resse Cliff): Annales de l•Institut Technique du BAtiment et des 
Travaux Publics, Sme annee, no. S9, p. 1131-1.1.461 12 figs., Discussion. 
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: .. ·Translated by Mrs. Siver~ne Brit~, U. s. Geological Survey, November 19$3. 
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The Sainte-A~resse Cliff in the .neighborhood of Le Havre ~s · suQject 

in the past to repeated 110vement~ of greater or l~sser · ~cope whic.h in 19b4 

bave become markedly accentuated becaus~ of works on the •Atlantic wa11• 

and bomb and mine explosions. 

The situation became dangerous and required a complete stu~ includ-

~ng g~logical and geotechnical surveys with borings ;and search of sl~p 

planes. 

I 
· The stu~ enab~d ua to explain the mechanism of the observed movem~nts 

and to establish a program of consolidating works. 

Introduction • 
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It is a rather difficult task to talk about what is usually referred 

to as the Saint3-•dresse 11landslide" because 1 as a matter or fact 1 one should 

say more properly 1 the Sainte-Adresse •landslldeA". Compl 9X phenomena are 

involved 1ibich do not qccur in t4e same lliq at the various attected areas, 

but 11bich1 however, have some co~on causes. First of all, it ld.ll be men

tioned that the term •landslide" is incorrect because, as it 1d.ll be shom 

present]¥ 1 the obsel"V'ed phenomeaa do not imp~ landslides onq. The word 
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Histoq ,. 
Landslides have occ~ed at Le Havre Clift ever since it baD existed. 

Jiecords are found in th3 •Annales of Lo Havre City• and 1n a work written by· 

a Hr. Lennier, wbo ...as Curator ot the Museum of Natural Jli.stoey at Le Havre, 

about 1870. Although •-tr. Leru)ier was not a. specialist in geotechnical sci

ences and partlcularq in soil det1n1t1ons, he racqrcled some yeey pertinent 

obael'V'ations. 1'be7 led hla to concluaiona vJd.cb, non if tbs7 do not cor .. 

respond with tboae ot the p~esent ..S.ter, are nevertheless extremeq. inter.. . 
eating. 

Mr. Lemd.er witn~ased 'fer¥ 1JII)Ortant landslides wblch occurred at . 
Sainte...Adresse 1:\etwen 1860 and 1880. Be made a strSidag and aOIIlelibat ro~ · 

.antic description ot these slides, and reported observations •1~ C!&nDOt 

be ~~ade present]¥ because the aspect ot the svtace brls changed entire].y. 

In particular, he saw lhat is no longer seena upheavals or thai beach, ro~ 
. , 

aDd pebbles that tell from the cliff and vht.ch, 1d.tb tew except,lons 1 ••• 

disappeared in the course of time. Rn~eloss, laDdsUdes have o~currecS 

at Sainte-Adrease 14th .a considerab~e backward IIIOV~ment, llbicb calla to mind 

the posaib1llt7 or theoretical circular mvements 1 bringing about an upheaval 

of the ground 1D the lower section ot the slide. 

!he big ditterence between Hr. J,ennier•a observations ~d those .&de b7 

the 111"iter aeema \o be that in the laat landslides there ··s DO upbea!al ot 

the gl'OU.Dd. . In aoae areu at the bue ot ·the .aUdea 1 tbe mrin& 11atertal ~ 

diapl.aced b7 traUJAUon vJ.thout ahoViDg aqr r~tat1on. However 1 the a~JPear

&DCe ot the 11011 · ~ the upper aone aialed tbe vrlter tor a long u.e. The 

slides •ntiooecl ~7 Hr. ·L·e~ occurred on Jan~ 11, 1630, DeceDiber 4, 
1841, Sept__. 171 lBJa, J\JM lk, 1860, Juu lO, 1.6661 Febl"UA17 181 1881. 

S1Dce tben1 al"'llDd UOO~ laiDt .. .Adrea• 188 turDed into a beach Naort, • 
... 
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Much construction was carried out on the slopes because evident~ the hill 

was about stabilized. This stabilization was obtained by the installation 

of jetties and a dike which protect.ed the foot of the cliff against wave 

action. From then .on, the landsliding 1 without ceasing entirely, had less 

magnitude and took place at a much slower rhythm. Thus, a minoi' movement 

occurred about 1926, and another about 1938-1939. It is onlY in 1944 that 

considerable movements happened again, which the writer was called 'to in

vestigate. 

During the occupation, the Germans bad conceived the "Atlantic wall.• 

The,y built blockhouses on to~ of the Sainte-Adresse Cliff, obviously a tool

~sh plan, for everybody knew that this cliff ~s unstable, and that soon or 

later the blockhouses 1110uld be doomed to destruction even without boinbard-

ments. 

A blockhouse built on top of the cliff weighed appl'9ximately 3,000 

tons /Jaetric tony. other blockhouses were lower, very close to tqe 

beach. At the time of the "Liberation" bombardments and explosions of 

mines took place. Considerable slides occurred then in various areas. 

Even now, we don't know with certainty if the major landslides were si

multaneous or successive. 

Observation of recent movements 

Sainte-Adresse rises in tiers on the debris of ancieftt slides, from 

the sea up to the cliff, which is about 90 m high. ·The landslide wbicn 

first occurred in 1944 seems to be the uppermost slide. 

There are three zones now in movement in Sainte .. Adresse (fig. l)a 

an upper zone A1, a lower zone J.2, in effect an extension of the first 

one, and, totally apart trom the first two, zone B, just at the junction 

ot Sainte-Adreastt and Le Havre. When the first slide took place 1 the 
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ground at the top of the cliff subsided 6 m toward Hippodrome Street. Si-

' multaneously, along Felix Faure Avenue, the soil covered the avenue for a 

length or 3 to 4 m. Figures 2 and 2 bis ~!7 show the limits of the slide 

in zone A
1 

(fig. 2) arter the clearing of F~lix Faure Avenue. It will be • 

noted that the upper slide is prolonged in the lower zone. The picture 

(fig. 2 bis) shows a strong~ pronounced offset of the curb of FAlix Faure 

Avenue. There the horizontal displacement is over 1 m, and it can be seen 

that only simple horizontal movement is involved. 

Consequently 1 the slide affects a sone of the slope lower than the 

road, whereas the visible slip plane is just above the road. The road goes 

down t0\.'8.rd the square in .tront of the large nu..t;ayel Building, and a slip 

plane is seen slightq higher than the bend in the lower part; of the road 

(fig. 3). Figure 4 shows the subsidence vbich occurred· in the upper part 

of the slide. The road (ldrl.ch in fig. 4 is between the three telegraph 

poles and the White hquse) ~s cut and lowered to a level slightlY higher 

than that of the road bed visible on the left side of the picture. This 

road bed was graded following earthworks carried out in November-December 

1949 to stabilize the area. The outline of the landslide is clearly vis-

ible 1 and the upper fissure follows the edge of the landslide. Several 

periods followed one an~ther during which the sliding, without coming to 

a stop 1 as ·however less intense; then it started again vi th renewed vigor. 

Figures S and S bis show the horizontal and vertical displacements for one 

point of the slide .a.1 , A2• 

EarlY in 1948, when the vr1 ter vas called· tor th~ investigation, the 

110vement 18S . slo1dng down; then at the end of 1949, it started again. Fac

ing a VerT dangerous situation, Kr. Huet, Civil Engineer in charge of public 

works in this area, asked tor, aDd obtained, stabilization l«)rk for the up-

per slide. 



The slide or the lower second zone, A21 happened approximately at the 

same time. The third ~one1 B1 which is not strictly a sliding but a dis-

rupted zone, is in the sast. These two slides are still moving. 

Figure 1 shows large fissures at the ground surface all along the 

slopes. The slides have roughly the aspect of an arcuate mass, limited 

l.ateral.l¥1 vhich definitely moves to118rd the sea. In the lower part, the 

fissures are not so nUIIlerous but no less characteristic. They are curved 

symmetrically inward. Beyond the fissured area1 the ground is stable, where-

as the concave zone vi thin the curve is moving. 

It is abnormal for fissures to be so numerous on a slope. It is 

known that on a slope, two zones can roughly be distinguished. The slides 

are usually preceded by the formation or fissures in the upper part or the 

slope. It fissures are formed in this upper part, it is evident~ because 

the ground is under tension. On the other hand 1 the lower zone is compressed. 

Consequently 1 the fissures which are formed in the ground, following this 

classical scheme, should correspond to a series ?f slides which would be 

limited b,y these fissures, because in classical slides the upper fissures 

are generally close to one another. Between the two first fissures, a 

slide should be seen, then another sli de between the second and the third 

fissures, etc. 

It is not the case here. Oncy two slides exist 1 one lillitad approxi-

' ~I t mate~ b7 the Fraaeric Sauvage· Square and Felix Faure Boulevard, aDd the 

other one limited by i._urice Taco~et Street. S8'1'eral fissures are seen 

straddling the first sllde 'J, and the slide ~~ particularly in the lower 

part or the sllde 'J,• These fisSUl"es consequently exist in areas where they 

are DOt supposed to be according to the classical ~eOl"l..£»t--!.lop~~ ~ the 

tor.ation ot tension sones. 

s 



This peculiarity immediately drew the attention of the writer. Con-

sidering the movements ~ich occurred at the time the writer arrived at 

Le Havre1 he asked i{r. Huet to take some measures to elucidate the situa-

tion: 

1) To proceed to levelling and measurement of horizontal displacements in 

order to know the three coordinates of a number of points. In this way 1 

the acceleration of slowing down of the mvements in various areas could 

be known. It was, as a matter of fact 1 important to be warned of ~ serious 

danger threatening the inhabitants of Sainte-Adresse. Systematic observa

tions of the buildings had to be made with regard to the occurrence and de-·· 
• 0 

velopment of fissures in the ground and in the buildings. 

2) To proceed to a geologic and hydrologic investigation ~ o~der to ascer

tain the possibilities of slides. 

.3) To make borings in order to r~ognize the strata and water levels, and 

collect s~las tor the determination, in the laborator,y1 of their charac-

teristics. 

The purpos~ of all these measures lBS to find out what were the causes 

of the movements and, it possible, to suggest remedies for this catastrophic 

situation. 

Geology or the cliff 

The geologic stud¥ (fig. 6) vas done b7 Mr. Archambault, Geologist, 

Director or the "Bureau d•.tudes de giologie appliqu~e et d'eydrologie 

(Burg~ap)" f!.esearch office ot applied geology and bydroloqJ. Mr. Archam

bault confirmed what is t)'pie&l in this region, that is 1 that the groW'ld is 

composed of the tollold.ng superposed atrataa (from the top down) 1Duudiately 

under the vegetal soil ~er, the Cenomanian. The first zone, a rev meters 

thick, is composed Of Clay with tlintSJ it is the result or the decarbonation 
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of claye.y and ferruginous limestones. The underlying limestone, 25 m thick, 

is limestone with flints and includes some glauconite. Then a zone of lime-

stone with glauconite is found. This is followed by very glauconitic lime

stone, which in reality is marl (gaize), that forms the base of the Cenoman

ian. The underlying Albian is represented b,y glauconitic marl and by gault. 

Gault is nearly pure clay containing almost no lime. Under this layer 1 are 

the Aptian sands \lhich lnclude.a small, but veey hard, clay layer. Borings 

show this layer at about JO m elevation. The Neocomian is then encountered, 

~ich includes more or less clayey and relatively coarse sands. Certain 

.. ,. 

. 
• .. 

horizons include some fine constituents, particularly ver,y fine and glauco- ,. 

nitic green sands. 

The Kimmeridgian is then found. It is made of marls whose calcareous 

content and consistency vaey greatly according to locality. It contains more 

or less hard layers and limestone, but an unexpected disclosure shown by bor

ings is that of a large sand pocket, about 10 m thick, under the cliff, 'Which 

may explain many things. Evidently if such a pocket exists near the sea and 

at sea level (~chi~ the case), wave action will soon or later erode it 
. . 

completely and cause i . :)'Jrtant subsidences due to the (:Ollapse of caves. In 

such .circumstances, the cliff itself may collapse, and this probably has oc-

curred previously. 

The consistency of the Kimmeridgian is widely variable. The outcrops 

of the beach have swollen .and were made plastic by the absorption of sea 

lllter. 
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Geotechnical investigation 

The position and the characteristics of the clay layers are particu-

larly to be taken into consideration in any landslide investigation. It is 

known that a clayey zone is present in the Gault and another one in the up-

per part of the Kirruneridgian. The two layers are in a state close to their . 
plasticity limit. These two points being established, it was permissible 

to assume1 at the beginning or the investigation, that the slides must have 

been promoted by the presence of these two layers. The slickenside surfaces 

should be looked for in these layers. 

Borings 
I I The first borings ~ich were made under Frederic Sauvage Square or 

., 
Felix Faure Avenue generally show entirely disturbed formations in the upper 

zones. They -represent fallen material produced over many centuries. Conse-

quently, one rray expect to find, within a certain thickness, a mantle of 

layers ~ch follow one another in a confusing arrangement. Below is the 

material in place (fig. 7). 

The last boring, made within the cliff itself but outside of the 

slide area 1 has shown layers well in place. 

Naturally, the thickness of the formations in place, higher than sea 

level1 decreases as they are nearer to the sea (fig. 6). A significant fact 

was established by the examination or the borings: the Neocomian sands, 

which, as mentioned previously 1 lie under the Aptian1 decrease considerably 

in thickness. ~~re the black clayey layer at the boundary or the Aptian 

and the Necomian in the lower zone (tor instance in borings 4 and $) is 

found undisturbed, the following observations can be madez 1) its level is 

distinctly lower; 2) the thickness or the Neocomian is here only about 5 m, 

whereas in the undisturbed cliff it is or the order or 20 m. Thus, the 
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Neocomian has certainly disappeared in the course of time. How did it dis-

appear? Considering the presence of water within the cliff, in these sands 

of the Necomian and the ··~pringfl at its base, it is natural to assume that 

these sands have been progressively carried along by the water. 

However the investigati on was complicated by the fact that no allu-

vial cone is seen at the foot of the springs. Later on, the analysis of 

the beach sands 1 in Mr. Bourcart 's laboratory 1 showed that they were 1 for 

the most part, composed of Neocomian sands, which have distinct character

istics with regard to the presence of heavy minerals. Figure 6 shows the 

comparison of two sands collected, one in the cliff (samples lJ and 14) 1 

the other on the baach (samples 45 and 52)L/. Consequently it is certain 

'17 . 
Figure 6 shows a few characteristic diagrams of sands collected in 

borings and on the beach. Their similarity is striking. To make these 

diagJ"ams 1 segments proportional to the percentage of each of the minerals 

(for each direction) are shown on the axes of the co-ordinates and along 
0 

lines at 45 • But these sands contain mainly tourmaline (axis at 45°) 

and a small quantity of. zircon (vertical axis, toward the top) 1 some lepi

dolite (toward the bottom), rutile and andalusite. 

th.'?.t this layer is progressively eroded. Lastly, the sandy deposit foWld 

in the sewer of Maurice Taconnet Street shows that the sand was carried 

along; this sewer 1:0llects mainl¥ the spring water from the bottom of the 

cliff. I t is thus well established that the Neocomian sands are carried 

a-.y by erosion. 
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Shafts were dug before borings were made because it was thought then 

that slip planes could be readily located in shafts. These shafts were dug 

in the upper zone down to the Gault, and in the lower part of the cliff to 

the Kimmeridgian. However, no slip plane was seen in these shafts, particu

larly in the Gault. Because the shafts were getting flooded and their drainage 

was ver,y expensive, borings were then made to locate the slip planes. More

over, the timbering in the shafts was subjected to high pressures, particu

larly in the wells dug in fallen material of the lower zones of the cliff. 

Borings allowed the. complete ·identification of the various layers and the 

determination of the water regimen. 

The following table sums up the properties of the formations encount

ered. It is found that the characteristics of the clay layers of the Gault 

and the Kureridgian are closely related, and that the s~les of Neocondan 

sand have a low density ~ich makes them very unstable. 

Water tables 

It was found in most of the borings that the water level rose when a 

certain depth was reached, indicating that an impermeable layer had been 

penetrated, and the water lilich laS under that layttr had a higher piezome

tric level. 

In borehole no. 3, an abnormal rising of water occurred and was fol

lowed by a gradual lowering. The level bedame stable about at the same level 

as that of a boring next to it. .The second boring tas made near boring no. 

3 to locate a claye,y layer which was suggested by the phenomenal rise of 

water level. But, contrary to all expectations, no clay bed 188' encountered. 

However, the borings showed ·that •ter pockets are present locally in the 

fallen mterial and cause abnormal pressures. 
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Observation of water levels in the boreholes shows that generally the 

water level rises gradually in the Neocomian toward the inside of the cliff. 

An attempt was made to ·see if a water table ws present over the Gault, be

cause springs appear on the slopes at that horizon. The borings did not show 

aqy water table. Evidently the borings were made during a d~ period. For 

several years it scarcely rained, and the springs, which are numerous on these 
t , 

slopes, had no discharge to speak or, at the time o£ the investigation. In 
. I , 

the slopes along the sea front, maqy springs are present next to the limmer-

idgian and the Gault, and are extremely variable. At times they flow and at 

times they st~p and emerge at a different spot. This behavior is significant. 

It is natural that in these sandy zones water finds its way to the surface. 
. . 

·. Cavities fqrm through backward erosion, and these cavities may get filled in 

again either under the influence of the rising of the water level, which can

cels the capillary pressure holding the •lls of the cavities 1 or under the 

influence Of vibrations I because these Clayey sandS are fairly unstable 011-

ing to their low density. This tact was distinctly shown in the laboratory. 

The vibrations caused by the explosions of bombs have certainlY produced such 

collapses. Later, the demolition by blasting of the German shelters must 

have prolonged these destructive acti.ons. lB ter accumulates behind the fall-

en material and emerges as a spring in a abort distance. The vibrations have 

certainly modified and still deeply modit;y the •ter regimen in the cliff, 

which explains the presence ot pockets ot •tar suspended locally in the tall

en material, causing irregular pressures. There is no do~t. ·that the 'Water 

movement produces the cavities. A small cavity •s disclosed by boring no. 

3. It will be seen later that the torution ot cavities in the upper cal

careous cliff can al~o be explained. 
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As previously ment.i.oned1 heavy mineral anoaqsis showed that the beach 

sands have a ·similarity with the Neocomian sands. This fact alone demon-

strates the transport of the Neocomian sands by w.ter. 

Slip planes 

Lower zones. - The lowr alidiqg area w.s investigated at the bot to )'!'I 

or the slope, in .Maurice Taconnet Street I on the Kimmeridgian itself. In 

this street, a sewer vas natter.ed by the pressure (fig. 6). In the excava

tion, it vas seen that the lower halt of the sewer ws in the Kimmeridgian 

and the upper half in the green sands of the Neocomian. The excavation re-

mained open with its timbering, and the gradual displAcement or the Neocom

ian in relation to the Kimmeridgian lAS noted. It vas evident that a slip 

plane was present. This fact •s also demonstrated by flexible tubes placed 

by the Soci~tb Sollttanche in some borings in zone B. The measurement or 

lateral deformations of such flexible tubes is readily D&de. The slip plane 

is revealed by a significant change of the displacements in its vicinity. 

No details will be given here on the technique of these measurements. 

Figure 6 shows clearly the slip plane in the sewer manhole near boring 

no. 6. It coincides with ~he top og ·the Kimmeridgian. 

In another boring, no. 7 (fig. 8), ~ch is higher, a deformation was 

seen, the maximum or which is on part of the fallen Gault. .The Gault is .. . 
foWld in blocks and the maximum deformation is obviously near that cl.qey 

~·er. It is natural that in a formation of fallen ~~aterial 1111.de of lenses 

of soil whose composition varies ver,y rapidly from one point to another1 no 

regular· movement can be made evident. Indeed, tb.e soil ia essent~ het

erogeneous in the area or fallen •terial. 

Upper zone.- The enormous mass or debris and the broken retaining wall 

11bich was behind the Duf'qel Building were removed in 1949. At the time ot 

;,. .. . ~· . w ;._ , . ., 



the clearing, the slip plane was easily seen in the section slightly higher 
I • 

than Felix Faure Avenue. Figure 3 shows that slip plane. 

It is interesting to note that this slip plane is not in a pur~ 

clayey area, but in a zone overlain by blocks or marl, and these blocks 

are separated by practicall.y vertical fissures which were shown in a dra~ 

age galle17 dug UDder the clii!. The slip plane being found, it as possi

ble to follow it. It -.s expected that a classical curved slide surface 

110uld be found although its existence in the Cenomanian limestone as prob

le•tical. Orders vera to be given to mdif;y the gradient ot the gal.le17 

as the slip surface became steepq curved to"-ard the top 1 but the slip 

pl.ape remained fai.i-l.y level along the whole length of the galler;y 1 about 

60 a. In reality, UDdulations are seen, but the;y are onq 20 em to JO ca 

high, mich muld seem to show the swelllncs caused by the fonnation ot 

archas in the groWld. It seems ditficult to explain otherwise the cause 

of these movements. Indeed, the lll&ld.mwn (27 em) occurs about hO a froa --· 
the opening of the gallery. The formation of such a wave could be under-

stood at the low part ot the slope as a consequence of the slide. But, 

to the contrary 1 iD this area the slip plane is gently inclined tollal"Cl 

the opening. The level of the slip plane is the same at the opening aDd 

at the opposite extr811Lity of the galle17. A simple swlllng b7 unl.oac:l1nc 

of the material below the slip plane oviD& to the fo~tion ot arches -.y . 

accordingq explain this vave, and this interpretation wuld also continl 

the previous bJpotheais. 

There as DO loager arq probablli ty of reconstituting the circular 

slip plane which bad bee considered tbroucb application ot the classical 

•thod. 
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At that time 1 Hr. Huet was in charge of the construction of the road 

tunnel of Le Havre, in Mlich he also noticed the presence of a slip plane 

~ch was found to be about at the same elevation as the one at Sainte-

Adresse~ Conseq1ently 1 it is very probable that the same slip plane exists 

under the whole Sainte-Adresse Cliff, along a few kilometers, and that it 

is fairly horizontal. 

It is a strange phenomenon, and one which does not seem very orthodox. 

Bow did that slip plane happen to form? Only assumptions can be made. The 

.ast plausible one seems to be the following: 

The 50 m high ~mestone stratum which overlies the Gault loads it to 

10 kg per cm2. The Gault resistance to compression was found to be from 1 

tQ 3 kg/cm2, and its angle of internal friction 20° maximum. The cohesion, 

consequently, has a maximum val~e of c • i tan {~- f> z 1.050 kg/cm
2

• 

When Be • 1 kg/cm2, c • 0.350 kg/cm2• 

Its shearing strengh is consequently in each case: 

10 • tan 20° ~ 1.050 • 4.7 k&/cm
2 

~ 0.350 • 4 kg/cm2 

If the results of the shear tests are assumed to be exact, the cohe-

aion is found to average only 300 g on the slip plane. The shear strength 

would be o;:-.ly 3.~ kgjcm2, approximately that found lihen Rc • 1 kg/cm2• 

However that may be, if during an earthquake, the horizontal acceleration 

of the seismic vibrations is such that the inclination of the resultant is 

32° from the vertical, the shear resistance is exceeded. To produce the 

slip plane, an acceleration of 0.6 times the acceleration of gravity was 

sufficient. Such horizontal accelerations have occurred in the course of 

the geologic .time. Consequently, the slip plane can be explained that vq. 



It is true that the preceding ver.y brief computation does not consider 

the phenomenon under its dynamic aspect, which is. essentially vibrator,y, 

whereas earthquakes have precisely that character. The effect produced de-

pends above all upon the free period of the mass shaken by the seiam. lllen . 

the two periods are the same, resonance effect occurs and considerable move-

ments can be produced. The probability of such a coincidence cannot be fore-

told. 

The characteristics of the Kimmeridgian being fairly comparable, it is 

not surprising that the two slip planes were formed simultaneous]¥. 

At present, the shear strength is certainly smaller along the slip_ .. . l 

plane, due to the fact that the soil g~ains, which were coarse prior to the 

sliding, are now reduced into tine powder, and consequently the angle ot in

ternal friction decreases. As a •tter of tact, the shear tests along the 

slip plane have shown that the cohesion decreases to 16o g, and the angle ot 

internal friction to 1S0 • 

Consequently, the shear strength is now reduced to 2.8SO kgl,cm2. Thus 

sliding is now made easier along the existing plane. In reality 1 the charac

teristics vary widely according to the place where the sample is taken. The 

following characteristics were also obtained: c • 240 g/cm2 
1 q : ll 0 at 9 m 

from the portal of the galler.y. Other anomalies were noted. Consolidation 

tests were made to obtain t~e pressure to which the soil was former]¥ ~ub-

jected 'in the horizontal direction. This test is frequently used to deter

mine the former v~tical pressure £Pre-consolidatio~. Five meters tram the 

sntrance of the gallery along the slip p~ne, the maximum horizontal pres

sure was found to be 1 kg/cm2 1 whereas at 41 m from the entrance this pres

sure was 4 kg/c'm2• These facts &r9 somet.'hat confusing because it is certain 

that in the geologic past the outcropping zone of the present slip plane must 
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have been, prior to the slides and the development or the slip plane, in 

the same relative topographic situation as at a point 40 m within the cliff. 

The water content or the samples collected in the galleey shows that 

it does not var,y much from one place to another. The following percentages 

were founda at S m from the entrance, 3S%; at 9 m1 28.5%; at )2 m1 29.S%; 

at lal ·~ 29.6%. 

Two anomalies should be emphasized 1 

1) A sample taken in boring 110. 12 bad a water content or JS% instead of 

the 29% at the same level in the gallery. It is certain that the percent

age or water or these samples must have been higher than that of the soil 

prior to the opening of the gallery. 

2) In the vicinity of a retaining w.ll llhich limited the slide of the Duta

Jel Building, near the entrance of the gallery 1 the percentage ot ater was 

only 25.6%. 

Thus 1 in the vicinity ot the portal of the gallery 1 the percentages 

2S and JS were foWld at points not far from each other. 

These facts could be interpreted b,y concentrations of stresses acting 

in some points (parti~rq at the bottom of the slide) 1 lihereas the slip 

plane is clearly unloaded under the cliff. It can only be due to the arch

ing effect Wbich is produced in the undercut areas, while zones serving as 

abutments are overloaded. The pressure correspondiq to a •ter content of 

2S% would be of the order of 28 'q/ CJ/4
2 accordini to the coneolida tion testa. 

Mechanism of the obaernd movanenta 

ZoDe A'l - The aplanation of the movements will ·be aided b7 plotting a tn 

points on the· cliff in section and in plan, by the boring data, and b7 the 

beharior of tlie fissures. 
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There is no doubt that if a slip circle exists, the circle must be 

tangent to the slip plane. The center of the slide must be at the inter

section of the three norrrals to the trajectories taken (fig. 1~). If this .. 
circle is drawn, it intersects the flint limestone at about S m higher than 

its lowest level. The fissure of the upper zone reaches at least to that 

depth. 

How 1BS .fracturing able to occur· in that limestone which bas a strength 

higher than 100 kg/cm2t How ~ould such a slip plane be .formed? In some 

zones, the strength of the limestone Without .flints is of the order of 200 

2 kg/em. The gaize, ~ich underlies the glauconitic marl, has about _the 

same resistance. iJo doubt, the limestone bed is not to be understood as a 

continuous ~aaa. From its formation and subsequent environment, it surely 

became fissured either by contraction alone, or in the course o.f orogenic 

movements. It is therefore possible, and even probable, that these .fissures 

existed in the limestone prior to the slides recently observed. These .fis-

sures could also be ascribed to the erosion of the Neocomian and to the sub-

sidences which resulted from it. Perhaps the two phenomena were combined. 

In the last hypothesis, it can be suggested that the formation of the slip 

plane is subsequent to the fissure formation, otherwise its horizontality 

and its continuity could no longer be explained. This continuity, there-

fore, makes it very i~robable that erosion l!AlS prior to the formation of 

.fissures perpendicular to the gallery, because one cannot admit that i.f this 

erosion was going on before .fissure formation it would h!Lve stopped afterwards. 

On the other hand, the subsidence lAS found to be 6 m deep in the upper 

part. 



Boring no. 11 shows the presence or the upper limestone 12 m lower 

than boring no. 12, made· in the stable ground. The slip plane or the 

Gault being horizontal, this layer did not undergo a displacement. Con

sequentl,y' the thickness 0£ the second layer of limeStOM' without glauco-

ni te drops from 12 m to zero. The asswnption cannot be made that this 

layer was subject to rotation, otherwise the Gault itself would have been · 

subject to a deformation, which is· not found. Therefore, it has to be 

accepted that the limestone without glauconite and perhaps a part of the 

·limestone with glauconite have disappeared, because its thickness is quite . . 
smaller in boring no. 10, located at a short distance from the outcrop or 

the slip plane. Consequently 1 one or -~everal large cavities must have been 

present in this limestone prior to the sl.i.de. How were these cavities pro-

duced? Were they manmade as a result of quarrying limestone? It could be 

possible because, traditionally 1 the Sainte-Adresse Cliff has been quarried 

for building stones. In this case, the entrance to these old quarries would 

be well concealed because no trace of it is found now, except several hun-

dred meters west from the slide. It is also possible that this limestone 

and the glauconitic limestone were dissolved by the infiltration water from 

atmospheric precipitati,ons. This water is loaded with carbon dioxide [0027, 

and is particularly apt to decompose the limestone. It is the classical 

expfan&tion of the formation of caves in calcareous masses. The effect 

should be more rapid for the glauconitic limestone. Gli.uconite is composed 

of silicate or iren, magnesia and potash. SiliCa. forms a very weak acid. 

It is the weakest acid, being displaced · even by carbonic acid. On the other 

band, iron oxide &Dd magnesia, but particularly potash, are relativel.J strong 

bases. Consequently, the silicates undergo eydrolysis. Yet, alkalies are 

again found in 'the interstitial water of the Gault. The water flowing in 
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the two galleries (lo!acLeod and Dufayel) liaS analyzed. The last ana)¥sis 

gave the following result: dr,y extract at l05°C 0.61) g/1; Sio2 0.02 g/1; 

Fe203 .f. Al2o
3 

O.OOB g/1; CaO 0.175 g/1; MgO 0.0)6 g/1; alkalies expressed 

in Na
2
o 0.106 g/1 (potassium was determined but not quantitatively); chlo

rides (as Cl) 0.125 g/1; sulphates (as so
3

) 0.136 g/1; carbonates (as co2) 

0.066 g/1. It is seen t~t all the components of glauconites, particularly 

silica, magnesium1 iron1 and potassium, are present. Moreover, so
3 

is 

found 1 owing surely to the presenc~ of the pyrites embedded in the Cenoman

ian limestone, and the co2 coming from the decomposition of the chalk. All 

these elements are in small quantity. Nevertheless, at the rate of 0.6 g 

per liter of substances dissolved, and assuming a now for the two springs 

of ho liters per minute, the volWile of •ter averages 201000 m3 per 7ear. 

The weight of solid material evacuated is consequently 12 tons lfoetriiJ per 

7ear1 at ! :~". st in the upper slide area. In the course of centuries, it is 

therefore uoii surprising that real caves might have formed through that 

process. It is probable that each group of two successive fissures located 

in the upper part of a slide area, corresponds therefore to the two surfaces 

~ich limit the subsidence zones. Then1 a considerable pressure is exerted 

on the lower wall, capable of starting a movement of the soil mass of the 

lower slope on the horizontal slide plane immediately below. 

On the other hand1 from the observations aade b7 the writer in 1949 

and 19SO, it is certain that the slide A
1 

is1 in effect, circular. This 

c.ircular slide consequently inplanted itself on a subsidence phenomenon, 

11bich certainly occurred first 1 due to the excessiYe pressures caused b7 the 

load of the blockhouse and b7 the explosions, which added their destructive 
I 

effect to the abnormai pressures of the cavity_arches 1 and of the water ac

cwnulated in these cavities tnrough the rupture of utility pipes. 
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How, the drainage galleey which has been built in tt.is layer of Gault 

and gaize is approximate:cy 60 m long. Its discharge is considerable and 

varies according to the atmospheric precipitations. When the gallery las 

opened, )0 liters per minute were recorded, lilich proves that this galleey 

makes an excellent drainage or the eli££. Other galleries were built pre

viously for drainage purpose. Their discharge seems greater than that of 

the springs former]¥ known. It seems 1 therefore, that under certain cir

cumstances considerable Esses of w.ter accumulated. in the cliff, and it is 

what certai~ happened at the ti~e or the rupture of the water ~ipes of 

Hippodrome Avenue. Evidently it is the pressure of this mass of water, 

added to all the preceding causes or instability 1 which brought about the 

slides of the cliff. This eypotheais of the presence of caves in the lime

stone explains th~ presence of the fissure approximately a> min horizontal 

projection from boring no. 101 as vell as the 1 m subsidence seen near that 

fissure. The upper fissure is also much deeper than a fissure that would 

result from a circular movement. After the slide, when that fissure vas 

ld.dely open, workmen could watch burning paper balls falling to a great 

depth. 

Lastly 1 an at tem.pt was made to understand the conditions of rupture 

and they were compared with the pressures that could normally be developed 

by the mass defined by the existing slope. !n general, the pressures of a 

mass without cavities would attain onlT a tbird of the pressure necessary 

tor failure. The method' usee:! tor this compqtation is that given b7 Prof. 

Terzaghi in his book "Theoretical soil mechanics• 1 article 6)1 CoJIIPosite 

surfaces of sliding. 
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Theoretically 1 this rupture can be produced only by supplementary 

causes 1 such as the arehing or the upper limestone mass on the remaining 

part, and the pressure or water stored in the voids as a consequence or 

the obstruction or the sprines. Computation is evidently difficult to 

mke with a.rJ¥ chance ot probability. It _is possible to think that several 

cavities existed, because the equilibrium ws maintained tor a long time 

and failure occurred only as a consequence ot unfavorable circumst.allces 

accUJilUlated by the \lar: load ot the German blockhouse, 11ater trom the 

utility pipes broken b.J the explosions rushing into cavities ~ile, trom 

the same cause 1 the springs became obstructed. 

Consolidation works wre carried out b.J Hr. Huet in the upper sone 

or. the slide area. After I.fr. Huet saw that the measurements or displace

aents seemed to indicate a circular slide, be asSUJiled. that the stabi~sation 

could be obtained by loading the toot and UDl.oading the upper part, of the 

slide. It is what he successtully accomplished 1ll. th a lliniliiWII ot expendi

ture. The displacement measurements that were made then, as a function ot 

time, show a curve which indicates a distinct stabilization (fig. 11). Un

fortunately 1 this ::rliabilization does ~t persist as was expected. The last 

measurements sholl that the points of' this zone have a tendency to subside 

again and that 1 conaequently 1 the slide resUJiles slight]¥. This is not sur

prising because, as previously mentioned, blocks separated troll each other 

by large fissures are found in the lower zone. Consequent]¥ 1 wen it the 

low part of the slide vas coftl)lete]¥ stabilized, it is obvious that the 

upper section would continue to move untU these openings are blocked up 

tor the most part. 
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. . 

The experience or this sliding area shows that an absolutely adequate 

solution cannot be expected immediately. In spite or these movements 1 the 

opening or the drainage gallery has 1 however 1 brought a significant stabili

sation of this zone. One must be thankful for this because if these works 

had not been carried out, it is more than probable that the slide would have 

been great]¥ increased as a consequence or the rains or 1951 which followed 
. l•.Jt.}:,f , ... ,"'' ~~ . ", ... · ~ ~:' .. ..... JJ ~ ..~." • :).~~- "'- ,· .' \.:.!t r .. ..... ~?' .. s ·.,. .. -:..···; • .... 

a period or several d17 7ears. · :!<:- -.... ·: . • · . 
...... :·· .. .. . • .. •~ 1• ..... ~ 4;,. ;:. l·:t ..... ·r'W"....; ~ ~ ~ ) ·!~, .... ··~c.o ' .. ~: - ~· ·'.~ 

Zone ~ - ~~ ~e l~,we~ . ~o~e, ~";~!£~. ·~~e made along the s.~opes and ~mwe~, 
..,.. • • • .. • } , J • ,.. ( • '- f - (. • • .,., • l -... I • 

a~ previous]¥ stated, that ~he •ter level went down graduall;y toward ~e 
. •"" >.: j •" ' (._ •• 0 

f : '"' • 0 •; .- ~.... - I .. ., ,i ~ : • 
0 

, • • •1. • ' f ; ' \ 1. J J ..., ( 

b~ch (fig. 1). 
• • r,-. · . . 

!he comparison of the profiles of various points shows that it is dit-
t"' :- ) .- ~ ,.. ~ '~-" • 

0 

•, <I - .. t j , J I • I -.. •, • ' • "" , t ~ ) o 
0 ~ ! .., ~ , 

~cult to state that a circular slide bas occurred. lllereas the circle after 
[}1J • ... ~ " , • I • - -. " •' • ., ~ ~- 4 .. • l .,. t : ~ 'f. • • ( • • \ : • 

reaching the low point (wldch is the 11•eridg1an) should cUNe up again, ~ 
,.. , :_:."' !'" ~ J • . .. - ~+;, <"i• ~h . ';.,,:~. ~.~ ~~A i J.. ..- 1' -.. lo 1-,' ~ o .. o '-

0

• ~. ~ • 

mereas consequent]¥ a bulge shoUld b8 'toWld in tbe low slope, it ia seen 
• * 4 I. f ~ .-. t • .. ._ • • I ; : . _. ~ · : • t,.. • • ·~,. ::. "'"i • • 

that .the displacements, trom the point ot tangenc,y or the circle at the hori-

sontal to the outcrop or the liluneridpan1 are horisontal. Moreover, fissures 

are also found there parallel to the coast (fig. 1). 

Thus the phenomenon mich occurs is somewhat or the same order as 11lat 

happens higher in the Gault. The lillmeridgian has characteristics fair~ 

coaparable to the Gault. However, COJII)arisons are 'difficult to Mke because . 

of variable characteristics. The l.imestone content ot the lillmeridgian •-

. ries considerably. It ranges troa l()J to S0.C with regard to the black and · 

claye;y llllrls lbicb are tound first of all. The shear angle baa been found 
. . . 

0 0 0 · I.N-\ to be ot the order ot 10 to 20 • lllen it ia 10 the cohesion is ~ IJ 
• . . 

vbe it ia 20° the cohesion is about 100 g to 130 I• Likewise in the Gault 1 

the ater content is ~ble v!.thin the cl.itt u well as ,t the toot ot 

the al~ dependiq on the load on the soU troa place to place. When clay 
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is swollen, the crushing strength decreases correlatively. ';"hus, at the 

bottom ot the slope, samples were found ltlich had a resistance or IJOO g/cm2, 

~ereas the resistance of the samples collected in boring no. 12 is or the 

~rder ot 8 kg/ em 2• 

.. Springs are present in the low part of the slope. It is,· therefore, 
. 

·. almost certain that the slide 1BS produced b,y UDderwashi.ng through backward 
.. ~ - . .•. v. :.J + ... .t4 f' ~ ;.,• .. ., ... ~ t... f 1.,. . , .... ,.. ... .( ~ , ...... .. 

- • • · "' • ...... • .._. •"' c~ ..:. ·.. 4 J ~-- ..... ··~ • ... •• ~ ,; ~ ~• ..;.Jo. ·1 ~· ..... . .: -:. •'- ......... ,., 

erosion ot the more or less cla7q sands of the debris and ot the Neocomian, 
~· • .,.. .J~ • • • .. ... ,. ... t 8 
VI, ""• .. { . ._. , • ""../·' fu1 f" 1 t:."·"~ci ·- ~ •• t. \. ,. '"'4 .. 

~ p •• • •• .. • :- ... . "' ·~· ·' • • .. . ~~p . • ..... " ' • • • 

and by the pressures Wdch are produced by the arches so fonnad1 colll\>ined 
.z#' A • ! ) ' • ..,. • ' ( t 
_. I • • ·~\ .... ,.. '- • " ~~ "' • J. . \ 1 ~ t '"' • ... " ... ;. ~ ~ •! . .; • +- '• • :, .i 4 • 

. 'ld.th ~e pressure of the w.ter stored ~n cavities af~er the ruptur.~ of w.ter 
- : " ; • ... ... . "' : . ' .. :. t , • 6 • .,. 4 a- " c..:: ... , •.;, . ; ...... 

pipes and the obstruction of springs !AS a consequence of explosions. As a 
't .J.( .. • .. • .: - .. :. , "j o • .. , - • • • ; I -.. ~ ,.,.. _ . 

,esul.t, instead or a bulge being formed at the bottom of the slide, the soil 

~~a temency . ~o toll~v ~~-- hori~;nial a~ta~e· -~t ·t~e- slip ~lane ·~e~ ·ex- . 
... "· • .. .. 1111.. • .·f .:.,.·:1 -: ~~ ('.:· · . ~ ·~ ,, .. ,._, .. -.• .. ... 

. ists in the upper part of the lilameridgian (tic. 12). Tbe possibility ot 
"~~ .., ' .. ! . . " .. • ~- J. "' "' ' ; ~'I ..... .. • . • ... rr:'r . ' .. 

• . .. • ~ • • • .,_, • ., 11. r I • ..... • ... ~ ..... ..1 r 

. . 
likely' a JIOvaaent through fioving aDd pressure, wbich perhaps take place 

i 
partq by" circular 1110vement1 but nothi~ is leas certain, because sufficient 

points to delineate a circular slip are not available in tho area. 

A.s previousq explained, erosion of the Neocondan is evidenced by1 

1) the d~rease ot thickness or the leocomian, which does not seem to have 

b~ carried along by tormer slides because the hard el.q layer of the Apt

. ian is still present in the upper part ot the leocoldanJ 
.. ,_· • t 

2) the tact tJI&t the sands collected on the ~ch have a very simUar lld.ner-

alogic COIIp)sition 14th regard to the heav lld.narals, especiall7 tounl&line, 
-

· _sii"Con and staurolite, aadalusi't9 and qanite {tig. 6) J 

3) the tact that the aewar in Kau...'l'"ice Taconnet Strel'lt carries aDd deposi t8 
... 

sand; 78t.1 practi~, it discharges onl.T sprillg •tera. 



Zone B - In zone B1 in the vicinity or Le Havre, the phenomena have an en

tirely different behavior. Levellings and horizontal displacements show 

contused movements. A circular slide absolutelY cannot be materialized in 

this zone. 

For instance, the two points no. 38 and no. 39 (fig. 1 bis) have sub

sidences and horizontal displacements such that the resultant displacements 

are almost parallel. For these points, it is not possible to conceive aqy

thing else but a translation movement. The phenomenon is complicated by the 

tact that the sea wall is not built on the Xinuneridgian1 because it would 

have been too expensive, but it is built on the p·ebbles. This dike ws at

tack~ by the sea; it was displaced and lately became exposed because the 

j~tties which protected it have disappeared since the war, for lack or main

tenance. Erosion by the surface ~ter currents and mostlY b,r the tide cur

rents removed the pebbles whic~ protected the foundation ot the wall. As 

the filter li:dch they formed, and lhich stabilized the sands or the slope, 

had disappeared for the most part, these sands are also subject to erosion 

and may spread toward the sea. Consequently 1 there is a supplementary cause 

ot movEII18nts 'Which may easily be corrected by the necessary restoration works. 

These work'3 have recently been undertaken. Furthermore 1 the rupture or water 

pipes bas also aggravated the situation. It was round that the water pipes, 

llhich wre cut by the Germans (without or course informing the responsible 

French authoritie~ ), discharged more than 200 .,;J per day in the soil (this 

evaluation results from water-mater readings). 

Lastly 1 this area includes raany springs, which are also characterized 

by changing their place of emergence 1 seriously disturbing the eydraulic s;ya

taa after the explosions. Whereas in the preceding zone, the piezometric 

level rises slowly 1 hera are found perched and extremely dangerous water 
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levels. because or the large gradient libich results rroa their elevation and 

the small distance rroa the sea. Considerable pressures are consequentq 

produced. lfwlerous fissures are visible. Bqond all question• tbq suggest 

a .vement to•rd the aea, aDd the presmce or ei'Oaion aDd aubeidencea. 

!be aurraces or equal subsidence or SODa ~ baTe a Te'q eloupted roria1: . 

11bich -.at probabq correspoDd to the cantles cauaecl b7 bacbant erosion 1n 

the •eocolll.an S&Dds, wbich are 'Y8r7 c1a7a.r. AD 11DSUCCeaatul. atte~~pt _. 

•de to ti.Dd on tbe beach aide the iaaue or a possible Uliderp'OUDII now. It 

as toUDd \bat the •ter 11bicb caaea troa the pebbles at low t.ide is leas 

eal.t7 tbaD the •• •ter. •o particular ORUet. could be tOIIIId tor this 80ft, 

•tera apri.Dgs appear outside o the ar• llhere they ahoalcl eapeci~ ap

pear, according to this bJpotbeais. At low tide, .ao, nova are seen oa the 

beach, aDd these tlow are certatnq ot sott •ter (dogs are seeD 4rlDid.Dc 

it 111.111~). nuoresceiDe .. tbro• in a borebole ot tbis .one to \17 

to tlncl the issue or tbe 11Ddeqrouad tlov. llotb1Dg as seen on the beach 

•st. or sone B mere the tlow aboald eDd. It ia recrettable tbat DO iaY

tigation or tbe coast as -.de at that tt. toarclla Seve Cape, because 

the •ter M7 juat. as w1l tiDd its~ on that aide of the pbblea aDd 
~ 

debris wbicb rora tbat area. 
. ,., 

lD spite or the restoration of the •ter pipes 1 mvements iltUl taka 

place but with leas .agDitude. leYertbeleaa, at t~a, reDeval or actirlt7 

is see after stro• at.spheri_c pncipitationa. It ia pl'ObabJ.e tbat tM 

reconatruct.i.OD ot the jetties and the coiUIOl:l.dation of the _. .U 1dll. ,. 
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Conclusion 

What are the measures to be taken to stabilize this 

· possible to attain a ~angible res1.1lt if not an entire stabilization? Car-

tainly appropriate measures could make it relatively stable; ~i. ·. pre-war 

experience shows this possibility. As mentioned above, a significant ame-

lioration ot the situation can be expected from the restoration ot the 

jetties and the dike. However, it does not solve the problem of the pres-

sures 1 of the removal of soil through erosion caused by ground water 1 and 

ot the consequences of collapses of caves, which occurred at the time ot 

the "IJ.beration" 1 due either to explosions or to rupture ot water pipes. 

0~ a rational drainage syst em would make it possible to cope with these 

serious dangers. How can this drainage be effected? Evident~, galleries 

cannot again be opened in the moving sand ot zones A
2 

and B 1 ldiich would be 
I , 

too expensive. On the other hand, oblique drainage could be carried out by 

a sounding process lilich is now current~ used for dams. By t~s method, 

this mass of unstable soil could be punctured. When the sand would be sut-

ficiently dried around the drains, nothing would then prevent digging per

manent drainage galleries. These galleries would allow the grouting of the 

remaining cavities and, consequently, the suppression of pressures resulting 

from the formation of arches. The backward erosion could then be overcome 

and the slide on the JCimmeridgian would not occur aeymore 1 as well as that 

on the Gault if the remedial measures wre extended. Probably, it will 

never be possible to prevent the decomposition ot the calcareous or glauco

nitic soil bT wat.er. But1 by extending the drains far· enough, up as wll 

as down, to prevent this phenomenon in the present slopes 1 a aatisfacto17 

result can surely be expected. Besides, it has been seen that the hecompo

sition is very- slow, and JII&D1' tens of years would pass bef-ore a new slide 
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may occur from that cause. Periodic grouting would prevent the development 

or these cavities. 

Evidently1 these works would be expensive and probably exceed the .funds 

that can presently be available. It is to be hoped1 however, that it will be 

possible to undertake them gradually after the works of protecti on against 

the sea are completed. 

It has been seen that the Sainte-Adresse slides are complex phenomena, 

the scheme of which cannot be reduced to the classical landslide theories. 

~s always, in front of nature, probl~ms are faced which have to be solved 

step b.Y step, and their study requires numerous observations spread out over 

a long time. Each measure taken must be checked. It is the onlT ~y to 

verify the efficiency of the method. Up to now, only a theor.) has been for

mulated, which seems to be verified b,y the numerous observations made. There 

is still much to be done, and it is believed that this study will still re-

quire a long time. Besi des1 it offers an extremely' interesting field of ob-

servations, which sure y ~11 be or help in similar circumstances. 

Discussion , 
THE CHAIRMAN /Jr. L. LEHUEROU-KFltiSEL] - Mr. Buisson j11st mde a very pre-

cise diagnosis, and he did it ~th great sincerity1 for he took into consid

eration what could be explained and what could not be explained. I believe 

his colllllUilication will be a valuable document · which will give food tor thought 

to those ~o are interested in landslides. I want to thank him ~ for 

this communication in which we see once more the intluence ot water in ·clays. 

B;y t he increased pressure or the infiltrated water, cla;ys are transfor.d 

into semi-liquids and reduced to a soil with no friction. In this respect, 

the phenomenon of Sainte-Adresse Hill shows a great similarity with that or 

Fourvieres Hill in Iqon. Drinking -.ter was provided to the inhabitants or 
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~on through horizontal galleri.es in fourvi;res Hill until a water system 

was installed in ~on. At that time, the galleries were abandoned and water 

accumulated in them. This water produced the slide which caused many casu-

alties among the ~onese. 

Mr. MA.Ym - I have been, like ·.all of youA very interested by this communi

cation, more especially that it reminded me of the landslide of El-Biar Hill 

in Algiers, which ~s studied b,y our laboratory a ~ew years ago. I found in 
. . 

the indications given by Mr. Buisson some elements identical to our observa-

tions 1 particularly the total absence of a curved slip surface. . I believe 

that if he did not find any, it is because there is none, and that the .phe-

nomenon he observed is the plastic now of a clay layer at the contact with 

the limestone. We have found at E1. Biar, b,y collecting samples in the clay 

layer wnich was overlain UJ the limestone at the top of the hill, that when 

nearing the free surface, the clay expanded gradually as it became less 

loaded. Because it had a tendency to swell, it absorbed water, and its 

p:i.astic now could be observed. It caused a progressive carrying away of 

the limestone. Under the action of tractions pr.)duced at the base of the 

· limestone by this clay, the cliff became fissured vertically. The phenome

non -was first made evident by the appearance of fissures in the upper part 

or the limestone. When fracturing was complete, the calcareous elements fell 

down abruptly and punctured the clay layer; later on, they progressed down

arc~ together with the clay layer; the latter flowed plastically as its lower 

part, lilich absorbed the running ~ter or the hill, ap!;)roached its liquid 

limit. 

I believe that a similar phenomenon is ~o be fown at Sainte-Adresse. 

Then, should one look for slip curv;)s which, in zv opinion, do not exist? 

I do not think so. It is a flow phenomenon of a clq layer that has to be 

stopped. Mr. Buisson is right in saying that the only remedy, in that case, 
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is to try to drain off the water. An attempt to that effect was made at 

Bl Biar by making a complicated drainage system. I do not know what the 

results have been since I left AlgP-ria, but it is certain that at that time 

the situation had already been inproved • . 
Probab~ it would be easier. at Sainte-Adresse because the slopes are 

stoeper than in Algiers~ and~ consequently~ drai"ns by inclined borings 

could be considered~ which in Algiers would have been entirely impossible • . 
Only galleries could e made, which were much more expensive than inclined 

·drains~ which, I believe, are the solution for Sainte-Adresse. 

Mr. BUISSON - It does not seem that the circumstances encountered in Algiers 

are found in Sainte-Adresse: no bulge is observed; the water content or the 

c~ does not increase toward the foot of the hill. The variations of the 

water content here are more a function of the local pressures, which may be . . 

almost canceiled when the points under consideration are under an arch, or 

greatly increased when the points are in a zone of stress concentration~ 

created by an abutment. 

Another significant observation was made concerning the gallery cut 

in the gaul t. Landmarks were set in the gallery and showed that the hori-

zontal displacement decreases as one goe~ deeper under the cliff. Thirty

five meters from the origin, the displacement is zero, as shown by the 

curve of fig. 9. 

Mr. MAYER - It is the layer in place. 

Mr. BUISSON - But the slickensided layer exists along several kilometers. 

Here is the mystery. How did that slip plane form? 

An AUDITOR - How did you verity that it was several kilometers long? 



Mr. BUISSON - Because on the other side., Mr. Huet is building a road tunnel 

and the slip plane was distinct~ visible at a level approximately the 

sam3 as that of the slide • 

. Mr. SUQUEI' - I ws impressed by what rtr. Buisson said about the existence 

of a sand layer under the limestone and over impermeable clay. He told us 

that the sand layer was water-bearing and that a series of springs emerged 

along the slope. 

I compare what Mr. Buisson said with what goes on in the Saint-cloud 

hillside. This hillside is crowned by a layer of excellent coarse lime

stone Ltutftian., middle Eocene? (building stone). Under this limestone., 

there is a small layer of sand which in grain-size ~ be compared to bird

seeds, and under this layer, impermeable clay is present. The sand layer 

is •tar-bearing, and in the course of time some •terial must have been 

carried &'WaY 1 tor in the upper part ot the hillside the limestone layers 

are deepq broken by .fissures attaining 201 301 or 40 em /Jdde'fl. 

The first time I saw these fissures, I thought they might be the re

sult of underground mining. In reality, sand had been carried away because 

of the slope. These broken layers slide over the lower layers causing in 

the Saint-Cloud hillside fair~ important landslides, very harmful to walls 

and construction. 
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Figure 8. 

Diagram of a flexible tube in borehole 7 
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